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Page numbers in italics indicate figures.
Abductive leap, characteristic of
vision, 449
Abductive reasoning, 469
Ability to return to a visual scene,
and impression of rich panoramic
percept, 353
Abstract thinkers, 427
Access paths, as provided by
represented properties, 425
Accidental properties, as depending
on viewpoint, 449
Accumulator model, of magnitude
representation, 237
Actions
as requiring binding of the visual
target by an index, 211
carrying out in one’s mind, and the
frame problem, 435
imitating, 31
immediate control of, 150
situated, 257
visually guided, 125
Activated index, 269
Activation map, 270
Activation mechanisms, 278
Active ignoring, of objects,
171
Acuity, visual, 5
Acuity profile, of mental imagery,
312
Adaptation, 54

resulting from imagining hand at a
particular location, 386
to imagery, as based on indexing
visible features in scene, 386
to displacing prisms from imagery
alone, 384
Additive-factors method, 74
Address, in a computer, as name,
220
Affective properties, encoding,
136
Affordance, 131, 163
Agnosia
deficits, 71, 72, 400, 405
feature integration in, 72
and mental imagery, 71, 400,
405
in recognizing and describing vs.
copying, 71
recognizing shape by touch, 71
Alignments of edges, accidental,
sensitivity to viewer movements,
98
Allocation of attention
effects of experience on, 82
of limited resources, as reason for
focal attention, 160, 162
to regions, 169
Allocentric frame of reference, 257,
408
location of image fixed in, 383
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Alogical thought patterns, and
creativity, 469
Ambiguity
of “image of X with property P,”
368
of mental images, 346
resolving from context, 77
Ambiguous displays
cognitive intervention in, 80
interpretations of, 93
Ames room, 40, 64, 95
Ames trapezoidal window illusion,
120
Amodal completion, 9
in cortical display, 408
and inference, 67
Analog components of
representations, 438
medium, for imagery, 365
model of space, problem for, 366,
379fn
representation, 237, 330, 379fn,
422
theory of imagery, 422
Analytical isomorphism assumption,
356
Anchoring imagined objects to visual
features, 376
Anchors
as generalized indexes, 387fn,
399
proprioceptive, 411
Animal studies, and modularity of
vision, 154–156
Anomalous figures, and sequential
presentation, 25
Anorthoscope, 13, 22, 27, 42, 114
Ant on a beach, parable, 130
Apparent motion, 14, 109
blocked by an illusory surface, 115,
116
and the correspondence problem,
212
mechanism, 110, 212, 275
Appealing to semantic contents, and
explanations, 429

Appearances
and beliefs, 53
and image representations, 423
how we interpret, 285
thinking about, 427
“Appears,” use of term, 44
“Appears like,” 287
Apperception, 53
Approximation, statistical, and
English, 54
Architecture (functional)
black-board style, 60, 61
and causal structure, 219
cognitive, 38, 293
connectionist, 136fn
constraints on, 87, 286
equivalence-classes generated visual
by, 266
functions of, 163
of mental imagery, and spatial
character of images, 367
model of, and imagery, 362
neural net, 274, 136fn
of visual system, 39, 156
Argument (in a motor command),
221
Aristotelian principles, as
characterizing imagined motion,
282fn
Array data structure, and functional
space, 359
Ars magna, method for guiding
reasoning, 441
Ascribing content, 429
Aspect, topological structure of
single viewpoint of an object,
320fn
Assignment of different indexes
based on differences in location,
262–264
Associating mental contents with
objects in a scene, 377
Assumptions
built into the vision architecture,
267
derived from sense of sight, xi
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hidden, in geometrical reasoning,
439
mental image decay, 411
Attended
channel, disruption by rejected
channel, 164, 165
features, seen as closer, 81
regions, enhanced sensitivity in, 169
Attention, 159–200
allocation, object based, 172,
181–193
bottleneck, as operating over
individual objects, 182
capture, phenomenon of, 168
endogenous control of, 69
to entire figure, 172
focal, role of, 159
to frequency bands, 163
as gatekeeper between vision and
the world, 160
as glue, hypothesis, 177
inhibition of, 171
movement of, 166, 167
episodic theory of, 167
-operating characteristic, 74
orientation, and visual neglect, 399
orienting of, 166
as in “paying attention,” 161
priming spreads over an object, 183
and property binding, 177
during scanning, 308
as selection, 160
shift, in imagery, 283
to unoccupied places, 160
zoom lens view, 168, 228
Attentional enhancement
and cued location, 168
resolution, 174, 175, 241fn
selection, 122
in hemispatial neglect, 197
window, 15
Attention-based explanations of
illusions, 339
Attention-scan speeds, 226
Attention-shifting, cues for, 168
Augmented descriptor, to uniquely
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match corresponding object
tokens, 249
Autofocus mechanisms, and
representation of distance, 222
Automatic interpretation in 3D,
signature property of early vision,
14
Autostereogram, 77
Awareness of thoughts, as justifying
ascription of contents, 429
Balint syndrome, 197–199
Bandwidth, 162
Behavior
of mental images, as automatic, 282
patterns, types of explanation for,
361
Behavioral plasticity, as a criterion
for type of explanation needed,
296. See also Cognitive
penetrability
Belief-fixation, by perception, 468
Beliefs
and appearances, 53
and desires, type of explanation,
133
about experiences, labeling of, 40
perceptual, 62
prior, 134
about a scene, 121
Bias toward a particular
interpretation of ambiguous
figures, 81
Binding
individuals in a mental image to
individuals in a perceived scene,
376, 380, 399, 425
objects in an image to objects in
proprioception, 380
objects of thought to perceived
objects, 376, 380, 399, 425
represented and distal objects, by
indexes, 201
Biological evidence, status of, in
mental imagery debate, 388–390
Blackboard architecture, 60, 61
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Black box, model of indexing, 270
Blindness from inattention
(“inattentional blindness”), 171
Blind persons, solving geometry
problems, 461
Blindsight, 45, 128, 154
Blind spot, in vision, 6, 7
Blocks world, in artificial intelligence,
97
Blood flow and metabolism, 391fn
“Blooming buzzing confusion,” 49
Body-centered neglect, 196
Boundary of “visual system,” 128
Brain
activity
during mental imagery, from PET
and fMRI, 391fn
spatial distribution of, 395
damage
and dissociations of functions,
153
use of evidence from deficits, 45
and picture theory of imagery,
396–400
British empiricism, 468fn
Buffer array, 275. See also Matrix
Canonical shape description, 141,
142
Capacity for imagery vs. capacity for
vision, dissociated, 404
Cartesian model of Euclidean space,
366
Cartesian theater view of the mind,
xv, 8, 287
“Carving nature at her joints,” 39
Categories
basic-level, 135
conceptual, 133, 134
induced by early vision, 215
perceptual, accessibility of, 55, 89
and surface layouts, 133
Categorization and perceptual
experience, 53
Causal chain, from distal object to
visual representation, 217, 269

Causal effect, without being
represented, 222
Causality and phenomenal
experience, 321
Causal relations, encoding of, 136
Causal structure, of architecture,
219
Causes, nonphysical, 356
Cell assemblies, 290fn
Cells, neural, not modulated by
“significance” of a visual event,
70
Cells in a matrix, and intrinsic
geometrical relations, 363
Centripetal influences in visual
cortex, 57
Cerebral
achromatopsia and color mental
imagery, 405, 406
blood flow and informationprocessing, 391fn
Change blindness, 18, 409
Channels, sensory, 164
Chess, memory for positions in, 32
Chicken sexers, example of expert
perception, 86
Chunks in vision, 36, 162, 182
Classification, system of, 85
Clinical neurology, evidence for
modularity of vision, 151
Closure (fragmented) figures, 78
Codes, as system of representation,
218
Coefficient of variation, 237fn
Cognitive
architecture, 38, 293, 296 (see also
Architecture)
defined, 294
vs. tacit knowledge, 293–301
capacity of infants, 202, 259–267
context, affects on magnitude
judgments, 54
impenetrability
and architecture-based explanation,
322
of early vision, 47, 64, 90–92
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influences on scientific observations,
56
intervention in disambiguating visual
displays, 80
malleability of response selection
stage, 74
penetrability
criterion, explained, 70fn, 296,
321–325
entails knowledge-based, 322
and mental scanning, 305, 307
of represented space, 367
as a sufficient condition for
attributing a phenomenon to tacit
knowledge, 322, 323
reference to individual object tokens,
251
Collateral information, effect of
visually presented, 119
Collateral information and visual
interpretation, 43
Collections vs. individuals, and
tracking in infants, 264
Color mixing, image example, 298
Compiled transducers, 88
Compositionality of thought, 432,
437
Computational
complexity
explanation for imagery findings,
327
of vision, 246
event in a computer, location of,
370
geometry, and diagrammatic
reasoning, 439
model of mental imagery, 360
requirements of the task, 321
vision, 27, 59
Computer vision, use of “domain
experts,” 60
Concave edge, blocks world label,
101
Concentric squares, and subitizing,
239
Concept of an object, 265–268
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Concepts, 214
availability and errors, 35
categories, 133
content, as represented by mental
images, 412
encoding, 29
vs. perceptual mechanisms in
individuation, 264
properties ascribed to primitive
visual objects (FINGS), 266
selection, 242
units, mental imagery capacities
limited by, 461
and words, 432
Concrete thinkers, 427
Concrete thoughts, as about
perceptual properties of
individuals, 462
Conditional Probability Computer, 58
Conditions of satisfaction, 245
Congenitally blind subjects, 355.
See also Blind persons
Conjecturing geometrical lemmas
based on appearances, 439
Conjunction
of color and shape, erroneous
reports of, 177
elimination (rule of logic), 438
features, search for, 179, 233, 235
illusions, 176, 177, 178
Connectionist architectures, 136fn
Conscious
access to content of thoughts, 428
experience, xi, 2, 129, 418, 428
and functional consequences, 129
and perception, 37
and scientific theory, conflicting
demands of, 428
and unconscious states, not natural
kinds, 355
Consistency constraint, 27, 104
Constraint(s)
architectural, 87
label-consistency, 27, 97
locality, 278
natural, 60fn, 76, 77, 94–112, 157
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Constraint(s) (cont.)
as propagated by a spreadsheet, 106
propagation, 27, 97, 103
responsible for the way information
is accessed in a matrix, 364
rigidity, example, 96, 109–112, 406
stereo correspondence, 109
on a theory of mental imagery,
423
on a theory of mental images,
426
on thought, 286
Constructed shapes, imagining, 283
Constructing a three-dimensional
world from sensory experience,
372–373
Content
vs. form (see Form)
of perception, 37
philosophical issues about, 291
of thoughts, privileged access to,
429
what the representation represents,
290
-specific modulations of vision, 69
Continuity of motion, 274fn
Continuity thesis, 64–72
Contour, relations to (inside, onsame), 207
Contour information, 144–147
Controlled property need not be
represented, 222
Control over input, by cognitive
system, 159
Converting abstract problems into
spatial form, 441
Convex edge, in blocks world, 101
Coordination of what and where, as
object-based, 194
Copy of world inside head, 3
Core-plus-deformation scheme, for
object representation, 450
Corollary discharge, 17
Correlational evidence, 391fn
Correspondence
across attentional visits, 204

computing based on local
interactions, 109
the correspondence problem in
vision, 109, 178, 180, 200, 203,
253fn
and pure descriptions, 246
solution, and primitive visual
object, 212
and tracking individual objects
over time, 251
tracking requires solving, 227
between two descriptions, 251
from description, 247
matching, 244
of multiple proximal tokens reveals
single distal objects, 205
between objects in successive
glances, 203, 247
Cortical
activity
and mental imagery, locations of,
394
during motor actions, significance
of, 382fn
blindness and imagery, 400
display view, 408
mapping as retinal homeomorphism,
395
pictures, not serving the function
attributed to them, 388
Cortically blind patients, imagery in,
405
Counting
accuracy and eye movements, 241
active indexes without specifying
what they index, 241
and conceptualizing, 242
RT slope, 238
windows in your house, from
images, example, 316
Coupled visual properties, 11, 14,
66
Couplings, perceptual, 66
Covert attention movement, 160,
166, 167
precedes eye movement, 168
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Creative
reasoning, not a non sequitur, 469
solutions, as generating a space of
options, 472
thinking
causes of episodes of, 465
enhancing, 469, 472–474
Creativity
and imagery, 469–472
and nondeductive sequence of
thoughts, 469
and visual thinking, 465
enhancing, by subverting habitual
modes of thought, 472
Crossed fusion, 137fn
Cross-modal perception, 126–130
Cross-modal sensations, 128. See also
Synesthesia
CRT model/metaphor of imagery,
362, 388
Cues
disambiguating, and effect of
distance from fixation, 22
local, in interpreting globally
ambiguous figures, 21
Cue-validity technique, 166
Cycloramic (360 degrees) field in
spatial memory, 381
Dalmatian dog, photograph of, 77
Data-driven processes, 164
Dead reckoning, 131fn
Deductive reasoning, exploiting a
figure’s stability and accessibility,
453
Deficits in vision, and mental imagery
capacity, 400
Definite descriptions, picking out
objects by, 245
Deflationary explanation of imagery,
290
Deformable models of object
perception, 450
Deictic
code, proposal, 219
reference, 206, 219–222, 253, 253fn
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in vision, 206
visual index as, 222
strategy, 255
terms and pure description, 245
Demands of task, choices dictated by,
327. See also Task demands
Demonstrative reference, xii, 202,
206, 217, 252
visual index (FINST) as, 220
Demonstratives, essential, 251–256
Dense symbol system, 438
Density of connections (in
connectionist model of indexing),
279
Depiction, 328–333
Depictive representations
as conveying meaning by
resemblance, 328
defined, 328
mandatory that certain aspects be
explicit in, 330
meaning of, 417
principled if images written on a
physical surface, 365
as specifying spatial relations
functionally, 328
Depth, sense of, 5
Depth computation, intermediate
stages of, 143
Depth-encoded surface
representation, 139
Descriptions, 214
adequacy, 362
matching, 205
as satisfied by objects in the world,
245
Detecting and locating, 176
Detecting a property conjunction
without locating conjuncts, 273
Detection vs. response selection, 73
Devil’s Pitchfork illusion, 19
Diachronic change, 88
Diagrammatic form of annotation,
448
Diagrammatic reasoning and visual
generalization, 446
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Diagrams
aiding quantitative spatial reasoning,
455
as constructed instances, 452
encouraging certain assumptions,
455
enhancing thinking, 436
exploiting visual operations,
439–443
as external memory of spatial
patterns, 453–454
as prosthetic aid in thinking, 439
and recall, 458
allow spatial reasoning, 458
as syntactic objects, elements of, 439
as ways of tracking instances and
alternatives, 451–453
Diagrams and problem-solving
milestones (lemmas), 443–445
Dichotic presentation method, 164
Direct
perception, xiii, 163
reference, picking out particulars,
254
visual inquiry, using an index for,
236
Direction judgment task, no scanning
effect, 307
Disambiguating cue, effect of distance
from fixation, 22
Discontinuity thesis, 87
Discovering by noticing what
happens in a mental image, 459
Discrete visual noticings, 204
Display-in-the-head hypothesis, 360
Displays are not informationally
equivalent to mental images,
413
Dissociation
of cognition and perception, clinical
findings, 91
of detection and perception, 176
of functions, and brain damage, 153
between recognition and visually
guided action, 153
of visual imagery and vision, 400

Distal-object tokens, referring to
individual, 210
Distal scene, recovering information
from proximal information, 112,
217, 269
Distance, symbolic-distance effect,
335
Distance between precued objects,
effect on search, 235
Distance on imagined map, 303
Distribution of attention, illusions
due to, 339
Dithering device, 469, 474
Domain experts, used in computer
vision, 60
Domain-specific knowledge, 90
Dorsal visual pathway, 69, 153,
194–195
Double-dissociation and independent
systems, 71
Drawing an inference vs. seeing, 43
Drawing from memory, detecting new
relations by, 456
Dream images, 287
Droodles, 43, 43fn, 345
Dropping off indexes (indexing by
serial visitation), 229
Dual code theory, 428
Dual graph, 226
Dualist metaphysics, 356
Dual-object cost, in reports of several
features, 184
Dual response technique, 231
Duration of mental events, 369
Duration of percepts, 369
Dynamic scope bindings, 220fn
Dyschromatopsia and imagery, 400
Early vision, xiii, 14, 38, 50, 51, 62,
334
area of the brain organized
retinotopically, 392
as cognitively impenetrable system,
90–92
and infant studies, 268
pathways in, 147
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hierarchical organization of, 56
signature properties not present in
imaging, 414
system
categories induced by, 215
as encapsulated, 122–141
Ecological niche, 294
Edge finding schemes, 58
Edges “belong to” surfaces, 137
Edge type, labeling, in blocks world,
25
Edible, example of affordance, 163,
164
Efference copy, 17
Egocentrically calibrated spatial
information, 151
Eidetic memory, 456fn
Embedded cognition, 130
Emic perspective, xi
Emmert’s law, 113, 415
Emotional impact of images, 470
Empiricists, British, 120, 468fn
Empty cell in a matrix, as variable
name with no value, 365
Empty places, explicitly represented
in a matrix, 361
Encapsulated
early-vision system, 122–141
function, complex, 123
speech perception system, 127
vision, 38, 47
Encoding (of)
affective properties, 136
causal relations, 136
conceptual, 29
discrete units of, 162
event as an onset, 218
nonvisual properties, 136
occlusion, 139
properties
indexes not mediated by, 212, 217
vs. individuating objects, 174, 181
spatial magnitudes, 373
thoughts, form of, 286
Endogenous control of attention, 69
voluntary, 69, 166
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Enduring physical objects, concept of,
173fn
Enlightenment, 84
Entoptic images, 288
Enumerating items, 238
Enumeration
and individuation, 237
of large and small numbers, 237fn
Epiphenomenalism and mental
images, 288, 419
Episodic theory of attention
movement, 167
Equiluminance and form perception,
145
Equiluminant contrasts, 144
Equiluminous subjective contours,
146
Equivalence classes, 132, 134, 266
Error-driven tracking system, 224
Errors in generalizing, 30
Essential demonstratives, 251–256
Etic perspective, xi
Euclidean
axioms of plane geometry, as
instantiated by real space, 373
geometry, proofs using diagrams,
439
space as locally, 373
Euclid’s first proposition, 439
Event-related potentials (ERPs), 74
Evolutionary heuristic, 214
Examining a mental image vs.
visually perceiving a display,
411–414
Exogenous (event-driven) control, 69,
166
Exogenous control of attention, 69
Expecting a meaningful figure, 79
Experience. See also Conscious
vs. beliefs about experience, 40
and form of thoughts, illusion of,
428
of image tells us what an image is
of, 351
and phenomenology, 125
of seeing, 1, 2
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Experience (cont.)
consists of having in mind an
interpretation, 354
is not informationally equivalent to
any display, 353
sensory, 372–373
as something sensory, 428fn
subjective, role of, 356
thoughts as seeing of hearing, 428fn
of vision and imagery, 333, 350–357
Experiential content
reifying, 286, 386
and visual percepts, 128
Experimenter demand effect, 41, 301
Expert agents, communication
among, 62
Expert perception, 84–86
and ability to anticipate relevant
events, 85
and knowing location of critical
distinguishing information, 86
in sports, 85
Explanation and experience, 287
Explanatory adequacy, 362
Exploitation of proprioceptive space
in imagery, 379–387
Exploring over successive glances,
203
External world as memory, 445
Extrapolating from this star and that
star, need for demonstrative
reference, 253
Extraretinal influences, 125
Eye movements
less costly then encoding and recall,
255
and counting accuracy, 241
during mental rotation, 318
and Müller-Lyer illusion, 339
preceded by covert attentional
movements, 168
required to build up a percept, 246
visual control of, 151
“Eye of the needle” (anorthoscope)
effect, 13
Eyewitness testimony, 41

Fading of image, as determined by
conceptual content, not geometry,
412
Feature(s)
clusters that qualify as objects, 230
integration in agnosia, 72
Integration Theory (FIT), 177, 179
labeling of, 26
maps, 270
and perceptual learning, 97
Felt location of objects, 384
Felt position and seen position,
discrepancy between, 385
Figure-ground reversal in mental
images, 347
Figure-ground separation, 4
Figures, fragmented, 43
Filling in, 6, 12
claim that it occurs in cortical
display, 408
Filter(s)
basis of, 164
channel, 164
leakiness of, 164
theory of attention, 161
Fingers of instantiation (FINST)
indexing mechanism, 201, 206,
214. See also Index
FINGs (things picked out by
FINSTs)
and FINSTs, 227fn, 266, 269
picked out by visual indexes are not
conceptualized, 266
not punctuate in time or space,
268fn
First-person view, 8
Focal attention
breadth of, 168
as locus of cognitive intervention in
vision, 88, 160
modulation of, 69
claim that it can move through
empty space, 252
and perception of ambiguous
figures, 81
Force field, 224
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Formalisms to express the distinct
meanings of a sentence, 431
Form of
mental image, 287, 291
mental representations, irrelevant
to imagery experiment results,
287
representation, and pattern of
generalization, 451
thoughts, 427, 437
and conscious awareness, 429
inferred indirectly, 429
Forms table, 136fn
Four-dimensional world, what would
it look like, 367
Fovea, 5
Fractionation of the output of vision,
151
Fragmented figures (Gestalt closure
figures)
effect of training or hints, 43, 77,
78, 80
as a problem-solving or search task,
80
time to perceive, 80
Frame problem, 435, 455
Free-fuse stereo images, 137
Freud and the unconscious, 429
Functional description of indexing
mechanism, 270
Functional space, 359–368
intrinsic properties of, 360
Functional taxonomy of the mind,
130
Function computed by the visual
system, 124
Gabor patterns, 192
Galilean principles and imagined
motion, 282fn
Galvanic skin response, 45
Ganzfeld, 378
“Garbage in, garbage out,” slogan,
469
Gaze, direction of
and attention, 160, 181
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as cause of illusions, 339
as a deictic pointer, 258
moving to object of attention, 181,
221
Generalizations, visual perception as
a source of, 447
Generalized cylinder representation of
shape, 450
Generalizing, errors in, 30
Generalizing, from particulars to
classes, 449
General purpose model of object
shape, 60fn, 112
Generic sensations, 128
Geometrical
module, 155
relations, remain fixed in a figure on
a rigid board, 435
theorems, proving with and without
visualizing, 467
Gestalt
closure figures (see Fragmented
figures), 43
grouping principles, 14
phenomena and equiluminance, 145
psychology, 54
Globally unambiguous figure, 21
Global model, use of, as requiring
precise correspondence with the
world, 258
Global Positioning System (GPS),
222
Goal of movement, as not requiring
encoding of location, 222
“Grabbing” or “seizing” of indexes,
215
Grain of thoughts, as finer than a
possible linguistic vocabulary,
432
“Grand illusion,” xii
Graspable, affordance, 163
Gricean maxims, 430
Group-motion condition, Ternus
effect, 190
Guided line finders, 59
Guided search model, 278
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Habitual ways of solving certain
problems, as reason for some
imagery results, 326, 327
Harpy, speech understanding system,
60
Having vs. representing properties,
293
Headed records, 209
HEARSAY speech understanding
system, 60, 61
Hear What I Mean (HWIM) speech
understanding system, 60
Hemispatial neglect, 195
as the failure of attention
orientation, 399
and imagery, 400
as object-based, 196
Herring illusion, 337
“Heterarchy, not hierarchy,” slogan,
59
Hierarchical organization of earlyvision pathways, 56
Hints
effect of, on visual perception, 76
and recognition of fragmented
figures, 78, 79
Historical continuity and object
identity, 227
Holistic process, mental rotation as,
318
Homeomorphism, 395
Homunculus, 9
Human
behavior as situated, 257
diagrammatic reasoning, 439
nature, 2
and experience, 84
Hypnagogic images, 288
Hypnotic suggestion, 41, 50
Ideas, accompanied by an image, 466
Identification and vision, 134
Identification of a stimulus requires
inferences, 75
Identifying things, 51
Identity

maintenance, primitive cases not
requiring conceptual descriptions,
227
maintenance of, 212
of an object over location change,
187
of objects violated, 261
Ignored figures are represented, 172
Illusion(s)
Ames room, 64
of the autonomy of imagined
motion, 283
in congenitally blind people, 340
conjunction, 176, 177
Devil’s Pitchfork, 19
grand, xii, xiii, 428
Herring, 337
Kanizsa, 116
Müller-Lyer, 40, 42, 64, 337
of panoramic picture in your head,
xiii, 428
Pogendorff, 10, 45, 337
Ponzo, 64
Pulfrich double pendulum, 120, 122
when images superimpose on viewed
patterns, 378
waterfall, 340
Illusory contours, 9
Image(s), mental
affect on reasoning pattern due to
content rather than form, 462
as allocentric, not retinotopic, 407
as associating objects of thought
with particular perceived objects,
463
color mixing, example, 298
content
as conceptualized, 413
determined by what we know and
by constraints of architecture, 286
previously digested information,
414
includes spatiotemporal and visual
properties, 462
able to create states of fear, anxiety,
arousal or flinching, 470
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of a cube becomes octahedron,
example, 461
as less expressive than thought, 433
generation phase, 405
and input to the visuomotor system,
409–411
interaction with perceptual-motor
system, 409
interpreting, problem of, 435
location in brain, after “two visual
systems” converge, 408
of a man walking upstairs,
Wittgenstein example, 330
as having metrical spatial properties,
293, 359
mirror, and recall confusions, 30
moving object vs. image of an object
at a succession of places, 368
neuroscience as showing the nature
of, 388
of two parallelograms, example, 344
perception combination inherits
Euclidean properties, 376
as preserving distance and size, 360
as preserving metrical spatial
information, 417
projected onto visual scene, special
case of, 310
properties of, 328–333
as reflecting what people know
about how things look, 403
vs. tacit knowledge, 288
as lacking quantifiers or negation,
463
reading information off, 283
representations underlying
as information about the
appearances of things, 423
and information about relative
locations, 423
as lacking explicit negation, 424
represent individual (token) things,
424
of shape, size, color, shading, 331
as a more restricted form of
representation, 463
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assumed to be rotated continuously
at constant speed, 317
rotation and transformation of
aspects, 320
of a scene behind the head, 381
as having no fixed semantically
interpreted constituents, 438
size
reporting details from a small
image, mouse example, 283
and pattern of neural activity, 394
question of whether images have
physical properties, 369
and size of the active cortical
region, 395
space
and visual space, parallels between,
399
based on locations currently
sensed, 381
appear spatial, by taking advantage
of our spatial sense, 464
spatial character as derived from
concurrently perceived features in
the world, 387
as inherently spatial, 332
sugar solution, example, 297
tagged, as having certain properties,
412
claim that we use spatial magnitudes
to represent spatial magnitudes,
417
not two-dimensional, 405
as examined visually, 333
vividness, 355
voluntary unfolding, 284
“of x with property p,” ambiguity
of, 368
Imagery
autonomy illusion, 283
cortical blindness, 400
in cortically blind patients, 405
CRT model of, 362
debate, 416, 422–423
deficit and lack of relevant
knowledge, 400
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Imagery (cont.)
deficits due to lack of knowledge,
285
deflationary explanation, 290
descriptive view of, 362
dyschromatopsia, 400
why effective in creative thought
and invention, 470
example, counting windows, 316
experience of, 333
as the experience of seeing a
possible world, 420
experience of vision, 288
explanations other than tacit
knowledge and imagery
architecture, 324
findings, not always due to tacit
knowledge, 323
apparent freedom from conscious
ratiocination, 467
hemispatial neglect, 400
as an internal signal that is confused
with the external signal, 336
medium, color mixing due to, 298
as obeying physical laws, 282
as simulation of perception, 312
spatial intuition, as engaging
mechanisms of, 470
carries over strategies used in real
situations, 309
system, as internalizing world
properties, 403
task as simulation of visual
situation, 300
and vision, common mechanisms,
422
and vision, similarity of processes,
335
and visual agnosia, 400, 405
as involving the visual system,
416
Imagery-induced illusions mediated
by allocation of attention, 340
Imagery-motor phenomena, as
involving orienting to perceived
locations, 386

Imagery-thoughts vs. nonimagerythoughts, 467
Imaginarium, room, 472
Imagine(d)
locations tied to real perceived
locations, 409
map, scanning, 306
meaning of “imagine X,” 301
motion
as image of object at sequence of
locations, 306
as image of object at successive
static locations, 341
vs. perceived motion, 340–344
movement, as imagining a point
moving through imagined places,
309
two senses of, 464
Imagining
the axioms of geometry being
violated, 284
drawing a diagram, 283
dropping a weight, 282
four-dimensional or non-Euclidean
space, 367
inability to a result of not knowing
how things look, 285
a long-lasting event need not last
long, 369
a pair of parallelograms, example,
460
motion by computing time to
contact at selected perceived
places, 343
non-Euclidean space, 284
physically impossible things, 284
riding a bicycle, 282
rotated cube, example, 460
a small high-resolution image vs.
large low-resolution image, 311
a small mouse, 283
spinning coin, 281
trajectory of baseball, 281
triangle bisectors, example, 460
violating the laws of physics,
284

Subject Index
why we imagine the things we do,
284
x, as recreating aspects of seeing,
xii, 302
x as activation of mental states
associated with the visual
perception of xii, 351
x happening, what it means, 300
x vs. imagining that x is the case,
465
Imitating an action, 31
Immediate memory, 12
Immediate-neighbor connections
preserved, 274fn
Immediate visual information and
motor control, 152
Implementation level, 221fn
Implicit graphical annotation, used to
bias interpretations, 447
Implicit task requirements, 332
Impossible objects, 19
Inadequacy of pure description
representations, 248
Inappropriate constancy scaling
theory, 339
Inattentional blindness, 171
Incidental perceptual properties of an
imagined event, 412
Incidental recall, 172
Incompatible labels, 20
Incremental nature of visual
processing, 204
Independence of vision thesis, 49–92.
See also Modularity;
Encapsulation
Independent subsystems, 146
Indeterminacy of representation
claim, 325
Index
assigned voluntarily, 229
assignment
and information about its cause,
218–219
locality constraint on, 278
not mediated by encodings, 212,
219
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binding in different modalities,
245fn
as demonstrative reference, 220
directed at an occluded object, 267
as grabbed from a pool of potential
indexes, 210
and keeping track of the spatial
configuration among imagined
objects, 464
objects
directly accessed through indexes,
233, 236
maintain their spatial relations in
space, 377
as picking out and referring to distal
objects, 201–211
as not pointing to a punctate
geometrical point in time or
space, 268
as reference to particular token
things, 250, 254
Index-grabbing event, 211
Indexical, 202, 206. See also
Demonstrative; Deictic
Indexing, 26
as a causal process, 210
eliminates the need for search, 241
as independent of property
encoding, 180
vs. locating, 220
precedes allocation of focal
attention, 201
properties responsible for, 217–223
Individual primitive object, defined by
solution to correspondence
problem, 227. See also FING
Individuating, 173–181, 463
vs. discriminating, 173–176
as a distinct stage of early vision,
175
vs. encoding location, 176–181
and enumerating, 237
vs. identifying, 180
and indexing objects, 181
as induced by visual imagery, 463
role of labels in, 463
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Individuating (cont.)
objects, 173, 238, 463
vs. encoding their properties, 174
by shape or color, 262
younger infants individuate but do
not record visual properties, 261
as preattentive and parallel, 238
preconceptual stage of, 264, 265
and subitizing, 174
Inference, 38
and compositionality, 437
from knowledge of the world, 96
required for identification of a
stimuli, 75
systematicity of, 438
Inferentially promiscuous, 119
Inferotemporal cortex and allocentric
representations, 408
Information
about the appearance of things,
423
from audition, 125
available to the motor system, 144
categorical, 151
equivalence of mental image and
actual display, 352
extracting from image, 344–350
from the eyes, claim that it is the
only input into vision, 126
fusion from several senses, 126
metrical spatial, 417
nonoptical sources, 126
not yet encoded, keeping track of by
using visual indexes, 445
object-based access, 188
off-retinal, 16, 19
optical, 124
-processing “bottleneck” and
attention, 162
provided by contour, 144–147
reported to motor control system,
151
retained from a glance, 18
superimposing, 16
tracking visual location of, 445
unattended, 164

use of retinally local, 109
“Informavores,” 133
Inheritance of spatial properties of
images from perceived space,
375–387
Inhibition of
attention, 171
return (IOR), 168, 188, 189,
236–237, 279
for multiple objects, 237
as object-based, 188–189
Inner dialogue
and discourse rules, 430
and thinking in words, xv, 428
unable to express content of
thoughts, 430
Inner display (picture) assumption, 6,
9, 16–36
Inner screen, 8, 360
Innocent eye, 52–53
Input, control over, 159
Inputs to the visual system, 123, 124
Instructions for mental drawing, 433
Integrating information from
successive glances, 246
Integrating memory and vision, 257
Intelligent behavior is cognitively
penetrable, 132
Intelligent interpretations, 76
Intelligent perception, 112
Intelligent rules, of vision, 114
Intentional
fallacy, 8, 312, 351, 407
level, of explanation, 221fn
Intentionality of the mental, 131
Interface between cognition and
vision, 161
Interference between imagery and
vision, 336
Interference between what and where
information, except on single
objects, 194
Intermediate visual representations,
140
Interpenetrability of solid opaque
objects, 121

Subject Index
Interpretation(s)
of ambiguous displays, 93
coupling among, 14
graphical annotation, 447
intelligent, 76
and memory-based recognition, 123
principles of visual, 66
unique veridical, 95
visual, 43
visual system’s choice of, 93
Interpretation-specific perception,
neural cells’ response to, 69
Interpreting an image, problem of,
435
Interrupts do not carry information
about their cause, 219
Interrupts in computers, 218
Intrasystem memory, 136fn
Intravisual effects, 70fn
Introspection
misleading, 281
taken at face value, 419
Intuition, 429
and nature of creative thought,
465
of space and time, prior to concepts
of, 372
Intuitive, as unexplained, 466
Inventory of pattern types, 91
Inverse mapping, 2D-to-3D, making
univocal, 107
Inversion of 3D-to-2D mapping, 96
Isomorphism, second-order, 313
James-Lange theory of emotions,
428fn
Joint probability of property and
location, 179
Judgment and motor systems, 152
Judgment of position and judgment
of length, dissociation between,
152
Kalman Filters, 274
Kanizsa figure, 116
Kinetic depth effect, 96, 97, 111
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Knowing where objects are located in
space is different from having a
visual image, 381
Knowledge
of ambiguous figures, 80
domain-specific, 90
effects on perceiving
autostereograms, 81
and expectations, 54
lack of, leading to deficits in
imagery, 285
level, 290fn
organization, effects on imagery
results, 299
about particulars of scene, 113
representations of, 38
source, 61
visual recognition unaffected by, 72
ways of linking, 316
of what things would look like, 301
of where to look, 84
Knowledge-based
vs. architecture-based account of
why things work the way they do,
297
computer vision systems, 59
processes vs. cognitive architecture,
293
stages of vision, 62
Label(s)
assigning unique set, 100
on boxes in a software flowchart, as
empirical claims, 404
combinatorially possible vertex, 105
consistency, 20, 66, 97
constraints among, 27, 97
in descriptions force individuation
of labeled elements, 463
multiple permissible consistent set,
105
physically possible combinations,
102
propagation, 24, 66, 103, 112
tracking over time, 27
Labeling features, 26
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Labeling of beliefs about experience,
40
Language, as the medium of thought,
432
Language of thought (LOT), 29, 287,
431, 437–438, 470
vocabulary of, 438
Late onset placeholders, 234
Lateralized parietal lesions, 196
Layout of a scene, 136
Layout of surfaces in depth, 137
Learning, 38
about appropriate eye vergence, 82
by ostension, 135
perceptual, 160
to recognize authentic paintings, 89
to “see,” 82–88
where to attend, 200
Length vs. shape judgment, in Balint
patients, 198
Lie detector tests, 45
Lightness, affected by perceived
distance, orientation, and
illumination, 113
Limited-capacity mechanism for
tracking individual objects, 232
Limited resources, for visual
information processing, 161
Limits on number of arguments, 162
Line-labeling scheme, 101
Line vs. edge, defined, 25
Lingua mentis, 29, 287. See also
Language of Thought
Linguistic relativity, 50
Lloyd Morgan’s Canon, 119
Local cues, 21, 229
Local information support, 112, 274
Locating items to determine their
properties, use of indexes for,
233
Location
as basis for property binding, 179
calibrated with respect to viewer,
381
detection precedes property encoding,
179

detection is required for feature
detection, 179
and identity confounded, 180
of image fixed in allocentric space,
383
of imagined objects, observable
consequences on motor behavior,
410
invariance of objecthood, 187, 188
of objects is independently detected,
202
on an image, 371
in perceived space, used to
individuate and refer to ideas,
380
properties at particular locations, 12
relative, 423
required to recognize conjunction of
features, 180
role of, in encoding a scene, 177
Loci of cognitive intervention, 156
Locus of mental imagery is after
“two visual systems” converge,
408
Logical inference, 67
Logical thoughts must be in words,
assumption, 429
Looking time, sensitive to numerosity
(cardinality), 261
Looking time measure, for infant
cognition research, 260
“Looks like,” 121, 283
example of sun going around the
earth, 42
use of term, 42, 44
vs. what we report seeing, 41, 42
Luminance contrast and subjective
contours, 144
Magic, manipulation of what we see,
50
Magic number seven, 182
Magnitude estimation, 54
Magnitudes, encoding, 378
Maintaining the identity of objects,
227

Subject Index
Malleability of perception, 50
Mapping
continuously, of space, 395 (see also
Homeomorphism)
of correspondences, 244
experience of seeing onto a picture,
as impossible, 354
problem, 247
from 3-D world to 2-D retina
image, many-to-one and
noninvertible, 94
Marks on a computer screen,
217
Master image built up from glances,
16–19
Master visual image, 28
Matching process, 258
Matrix (array)
as example of a functional space,
359
as explicitly encoding adjacency,
distance, and unfilled places, 361,
363
as neutral with respect to the format
of mental images, 365
viewed as simulation of a real 2D
surface, 363
Maximum-finding circuit, 275
McCollough effect, 337, 337fn
Meaningful properties, 34
Meaning of “small” vs. “large”
image, 311
Mechanism, used in processing
images, nature of, 389
Mechanism-dependent properties,
213
Mechanism-relativity of objecthood,
227fn
Memory
of chess positions, 32
image, indeterminate and
noncommittal, 34
long-term photographic, 456fn
in the visuomotor system, 152
Mental imagery. See also Imagery;
Representation; Imagination
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architectural vs. knowledge-based
explanations, 296
as associated with certain kinds of
contents, 289
capacity limited by conceptual
complexity, 461
phenomena in the blind, 400
and reasoning, 416
as being the same kind of
representation as in vision,
335
as vehicle for creative imagination,
464
as visual information in memory fed
into visual system, 335
involvement of visual mechanisms
in, 390
and visual perception, 333–357
Mental image(s). See also Image;
Imagery; Representation
ambiguity of, 346
and conceptual content, 412
as encoding metrical spatial
properties, 373
as epiphenomenal, 419
as remaining fixed in allocentric
coordinates, 408
format of, 291, 389
as indeterminate, 412
as interpretations and therefore
conceptual, 414
as “out there in front of you,”
380
as lacking signature properties of
vision, 414
as representations, 290
as special forms of representation,
421
rigid shape, not automatically
retaining when rotated, 459
of region behind the head, 407
resemble the things they depict,
329
size of, 311–313
as ambiguous claim, 292
as three-dimensional, 405
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Mental
chemistry, 468fn
diagrams, thinking with, 458–464
distance effect, as cognitively
penetrable, 307
events and mental event types, 369
lines, drawing in mental space to
solve problems, 310
model of Euclidean axioms based on
sensory experience, 373
models do not require mental
pictures, only indexed locations,
464
paper folding, 313–316
pictures in visual perception, 126
thoughts of imagined objects as
located at perceived objects, 375
Mentally imagining, as imagining that
you are seeing, 413
Mental rotation, 316–321
nature of mental images, what
mental rotation results tell about,
317
rate of, and conceptual complexity,
318
rigid form, does figure move as, 318
rotation, is the problem solved by
means of, 317
what is rotated, 317, 406
what makes figure rotate, 406
what it means to say image is
rotated, 317
Mental scanning
and direction-judgment task, 307
does imagined object pass through
sequence of locations, 309
results, 303–310, 361
Metabolism and information
processing in brain, 391fn
Metameric no-difference judgment,
45
Metamers, 45
Method of loci, 316
Methodological
criterion application, 324
issues, in studying vision, 72

issues, in visual science, 9
problems, in mental imagery
experiments, 337fn
Metrical
mapping of space onto cortical
display, 395
properties of images, 308
spatial information, images as
preserving, 417
Metric axioms, 373
Microgenesis of vision, 146–150
Mind-dependent properties, 173fn
Mind’s eye, 9, 281, 402–404, 402fn
acuity profile, 403
assumptions about, 401
blind spot, does it have, 403
as cycloramic (360 degree view),
360
as movable eyeball, 403
and oblique effect, 403
properties of, as reflecting what
people know about how things
look, 403
visual angle of, 403
Mirror image, and errors in recall, 30
Misperception, 163
Mistaking a nontarget for a target, as
limiting tracking capacity, 231
Mistaking tones for colors
(synesthesia), 128
Mnemonic skills, task-relevant, 84
Modalities other than vision,
exploiting spatial sense in, 379
Model-based computer vision
systems, 60
Models, problem of updating, 258
Modularity of vision, thesis of, 51,
124. See also Encapsulation;
Independence of vision
Modular organization, 156
Modulating signals by attention,
within visual system, 68
Motion
adaptation, as retinotopic, 340
encoding, motion as a sequence of
locations, 406

Subject Index
extrapolating, 341
imagined vs. perceived, 340–344
Motor
actions, and cortical activity, 383fn
control, visual information for, 151
system
connecting with vision, 244
involved in transforming mental
images, 382fn
Movement-based recalibration of
orientation, 382
Moving-slit, 22, 23. See also
Anorthoscope; Eye-of-the-needle
Müller-Lyer illusion, 40, 42, 64
eye movements in, 339
Multiple-object-tracking (MOT) task,
187, 223–227
Mysteries of vision and imagery
converted to scientific problems,
xii
Mystery code-box example, 294
Name lookup, 142
Naming, faster in same-box
condition, 188
Natural constraints
based on geometry and optics,
120
independent of frequency, physical
constraints, 120, 282fn
as internal to vision, 119
arising from surfaces, 109
and veridical perception, 111
in vision, 60fn, 76, 77, 94–112,
156–157
Nature of task, as a reason for
imagery results
Nature of thinking in general vs.
nature of the imagery system,
288
Nature vs. nurture, 49
Necker cube, 13
possible labeling of, 106
Negation, images lacking
representation of, 463
Negative priming, 171
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Neglect. See also Visual neglect;
Hemispatial neglect
contralateral to lesion, 196
and imagery, 400
imaginal (representational), 397
as object-based, 196
visual, 397
Neural activity and image size, 394
Neural imaging, 391fn
Neural net architecture, 274
Neural pathways, top-down, 68
Neurological level, abstract, 290fn
Neurophysiological constraints, 112
Neuroscience and the picture theory
of mental imagery, 388, 390
“New look”
in perception, 52–56
in philosophy of science, 56
Newtonian principles, as not
characterizing imagined motion,
282fn
Nonaccidental image properties,
98–99, 107, 440
Nonconceptual representations,
function in thought, 439
Nonencoded properties, effects,
218
Non-Euclidean world, what would it
look like, 367
Nongeometrical visual cues and
navigation, 155
Noninvertibility of 3D to 2D
mapping, 94
Nonoptical input to vision, 125
Nonoptical sources of visual
information, 126
Nonvisual properties, encoding,
136
Noticing, 160
Noticing properties of diagrams,
202
NP-complete problems, 247, 258
Null hypothesis
no format differences, 287, 421
strategy, 334
Numerals, 422
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Numerosity (cardinality)
infants’ response to, 260
and numerical identity, 173fn
of piles of substances, 265
violated, 261
Object(s), 187, 209
characterizing shapes and relative
locations, 99
concept of, 265–268
development of, 259
file as containing, abstract identity
information, 213
general purpose model of, 60fn
impossible, 19
index, 264
are indexed directly, 202
maintaining the identity of, 227
picked out by definite descriptions,
245
vs. places, 181
recognition, 99
shape representation, core-plusdeformation scheme, 450
surfaces of, 107
Object-based
access to visual information, 188
attention, 171, 181, 183
endurance of, 187–190
deficits, 197
to distal objects, 200
effects in infants, 189
representation, 143
Object-centered view, 69
Object-centered visual neglect, 196,
399
Objecthood, and spatiotemporal
continuity, 193
Oblique effect, 403
Observed behavior, as a function of
representation-process pair, 324
Observed patterns, intrinsic or
extrinsic reasons for, 294
Observer-dependent properties, 266
Observer mechanics, 112
Occam’s Razor, 119

Occluded figures, perception, 5, 55
Occluded objects, indexes directed at,
267
Occluding surface
and single element Ternus motion,
190
in tracking, 228
virtual, 228
Occlusion, early encoding of, 137,
139
Occlusion relation between surfaces,
139
Off-retinal information, role, 16, 19
Ohm’s Law as analog model of
motion, 366
Onset of a new visual object, 168, 211
Onsets, encoding of, 218
Operations on images, 433
Optical illusions, 3
Optical information, 124
Optic array, active exploration of,
130
Optics, laws of, 113
Order of access from images
restricted, 459
Organism’s needs, 67
Organization of knowledge, effects
of, 313, 326
Orienting of attention, 166
Orienting to image, as orienting to
perceived world, 399
Oscillating room, 151
Outputs for feeding, escape, and
avoidance, 155
Outputs of the visual system, 123,
133–142
Outside edge, blocks world line label,
101
Overlapping figures, perception of,
170
Overlapping transparent objects, 192
Pandemonium, 58, 62, 63
Panorama
illusion of rich and stable, in vision,
xiii, 7, 8

Subject Index
percept, impression of, 353 (see also
Ability to return to scene)
pictorial display, 409
veridical display, assumed in vision,
3
Pantomimed vs. visually guided
reaching, 410
Parallel
access from images, 459
computations, 112
fusion of stereo, 137fn
Parietal cortex and allocentric
representations, 408
Parsing
scene by assignment of labels to
edges, 99
the visual world, 200, 204
Part-based reconstruals, 347
Particular instance of a figure leads to
universal generalizations, 446
Particular token figure, thinking of
the details of a, 467
Parts of a visual representation and
parts of the perceived world,
correspondence between, 243
Parts of objects cannot be tracked,
230
Pathologies of brain function, as
evidence, 71
Patient D. B., 154
Patient D. F., 153
Pattern(s)
computing of integrated visual,
72
fixed mechanisms, arising because of
the nature of, 290
of imagery findings, reasons for,
325–327
intrinsic to reasoning with images,
290
recognition, visual, 75
simulating relevant to task, 307
types, inventory of canonical, 91
Paying attention, 161
Peephole, scope of retinal
information, 9
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Peephole view, effect of order of
display, 24
Perceiving
concavity-convexity, 108
lightness, 113
motion and luminance, 144
motion and saccadic eye movements,
152
one object at a time in
simultanagnosia, 198
perceiving as, conceptual, 134
a retinotopic pattern vs. having a
mental image, 414–416
things in the world, 269
Percept
apparent completeness and stability
of, 17
duration of, 369
linking to things in the world, 159
size of, 369
stability of, 17
temperature of, 369
Perception
always consciously experienced,
37
content of, 37
of faces, 147
as intelligent, 112
malleability of, 50 (see also “New
look”)
of orientation, 126
and problem solving, 53
social, 54
unconscious, 46
of unfamiliar scene, 123
of visual location, 126
Perceptual
atomism, 54
beliefs, 51, 62
categories, accessibility of, 55, 89
closure, time for, 80
conflicts and physical principles, 120
constancies, 113
coupling, 14, 66
defense, 55
discordance, 132
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Perceptual (cont.)
equations, 66
experience and categorization, 53
expertise, 84
judgments, use of accurate
psychophysical skills, 310
learning, 86, 160
as learning to allocate attention, 82
visual features, 87
readiness, 54
relativity, 49
symbol system, 433
Perceptually based representations,
419
Perpetual motion machine, story
about, 404
Perceptual-motor contingency, 132
Perceptual-motor inputs, patterns of,
133
Perspective projections, 30
PET data and picture theory of
mental imagery, 396
Phenomena, multiple causes of, 327
Phenomenological
approach to understanding the
mind, xii
content of vision, 4, 165
experience, 125
impression, 142
Phi motion, 115
Philosophical empiricism, 49
Philosophy of science and the “new
look,” 56
Phoneme detection, 141
Physical event types, 369
Physical instantiation of a
compositional representation, as
compositional, 389
Physical level, 290fn
Physical properties of mental events,
369
Physics, imagining we can violate the
laws of, 284
Picking out
an individual, using a
demonstrative, 221

and individuating objects, xiv
vs. locating, 220
objects, for computing properties
using visual routines, 207
particular elements, 206
Picking up a particular individual
thing, 245fn
Picture (pictorial)
conventions for, 30
form of information, as needing to
be interpreted, 374
form of representation, 126
format, and explaining the outcome
of thinking with images, 296
geometrical deviations, as sensitive
to, 34
in head theory, 3
metaphor, retreat to, 418
theory of imagery, 287, 417
and brain damage evidence,
396–400
misconceptions about objections to,
419–423
and neuroscience, 390
as a straw man, 418
as a two-dimensional display
projected onto visual cortex, 401
way of experiencing thought, 286
way of representing a class of
shapes, 448
Placebo effect, 41, 50
Plan-generation, 257
Planning
and the frame problem, 435
requires representing nonfactual
states of affairs, 465
Plasticity of mind, 49, 286
Playing cards, anomalous, 55
Pogendorff illusion, 10, 45, 337
Pointing, as misleading metaphor for
indexing, 268fn
Ponzo illusion, 64
Popout, in visual search, 12, 233
Postperceptual
decision process, 88, 90
selection, cognitively mediated, 123

Subject Index
stage of vision, 64
Postretinal storage, 12
Pre- and postvisual processes, locus
of cognitive effects, 89
Preattentive individuation, 174
required for subitizing, 239, 241
Preconceptual, 265. See also
Nonconceptual
individuation and tracking, 228,
265
parsing of the world, 266
Precued subset, and single-feature or
conjunction-feature search, 235
Precuing locations, not helpful in
subitizing, 240
Predictive tracking, evidence against,
274
Preperceptual attention allocation, 90
Preperceptual stage, 62, 64
Presemantic match, 141
Primal sketch, 143
Priming
of amodal completion, 149
with complete figures, and amodal
completion, 78
effect for same object vs. same
location, 213
paradigm, 170
partially completed fragmented
figures, 78
for reading letter is object-based,
187
for similar categories of objects, 213
Primitive
arithmetic ability in infants, 260
individual thing (FING), 210
object token, 212
visual object, 173fn, 180, 201, 215,
227fn
Principles of inference vs. perceptual
principles, 66
Priority of access, 170
Prism adaptation, 385
Probing particular elements without
knowing what or where they are,
271, 272
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Problem solving
by mental simulation, 301–303
and perception, 53
and problem representation, 462
by vision, 112–120
Process of individuation vs. process
of recognition, 262
Productivity, of system of
representation, xv, 211, 437
Projected mental images, as attention
allocation, 375
Projecting an image onto the
perceived world, 310, 337, 374,
384
Projections, perspective, 30
Projections (proximal) of physical
objects, 211
Projective geometry, laws of, 113
Property (properties)
changes not noticed while tracking,
232
detector, 272
of images, 328–333
of individual objects, 181
at locations, 12
meaningful, 34
of mental images, as similar to those
of perception, 312
mental state, attributing to,
351
objects, detected as belonging to,
178, 248
in representations, factoring apart,
332
of represented space and cognitive
penetrability, 367
of retinal image vs. properties of
percepts, 402
space, tracking movement through,
193
things, as predicated of, 201
of what is represented, confused
with properties of representations,
313
Propositional
defined, 420fn
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Propositional (cont.)
form of representation, of images,
420
using a single mental model vs. two
models, 454
Proprietary vocabulary for vision, 66
Proprioceptive
cues and location of images in real
space, 383
sense of space, automatically
recalibrated with movement, 382
signals, 125, 126
Proto-object, 267
Proximal
information, used to recover distal
scene, 112, 217
projections of physical objects, 211
tokens, multiple tokens for the same
distal object, 204
visual stimulus, 173fn, 269
Pulfrich double pendulum illusion,
120, 122
Pure constructions, as containing
individuals and their properties,
453
Pure description
adding newly noticed information
to, 249
and the correspondence problem,
246
and need for deictic terms, 245,
246
Pythagorean theorem, 443, 443fn,
444
Qualitative construction, 452–453
Quantifiers
images lacking, 463
in representations, 431
Radioactively tagged
2–deoxydextroglucose, used to
map visual cortex, 392
Random dot stereogram, 13, 81, 82
Rapid visual search, 177
Rate of attention movement, 166

Rate of mental rotation, and
conceptual complexity, 318
Ratiomorphic vocabulary, 93
Raw appearance, 52
Raw experiences, 133
Reaching and grasping, 151
Reaching under visual control, 153
Reaction, failure to encode its cause,
218
Reactive planning, 257
Real construction of perceived
impossible object, 95
Reasoning
guided by Ars Magna, 441
human diagrammatic, 439
image or inner dialogue, not
represented as, 436
meaning of representations, respects
the, 468
using mental imagery, 416
“outside the box,” 469
how can vision help, 439–458
Recall, better when in similar context
to original learning, 312
Recall of locations without vision, 381
Recall of spatial relations, 458
Receptive field of neurons, shift of,
17
Receptive fields, single-cell, 56
Recognition
of congruent figures in a mental
image, comparing real and mental
figures, 461
vs. control of action, different visual
systems, 194
from description, 247
improvement by priming, 78
of an object, as assigning image to a
category, 449
by parts technique for shape
recognition, 451
threshold, 54
Reconstruals
of mental images, as not like vision,
349
part-based, 347

Subject Index
Recovering 3D structure
in a blocks world, 98
from 2D data, 93
Red detector, 324
Reference of deictic terms, role of
context of utterance, 253fn
Referential relation, 269
Referring to objects, as token
individuals, 206, 207
Refractory period between nerve
firings, 279
Region- vs. object-based attention,
171
Regularization method, 112
Reifying
experiential properties, 368
mental space and time, temptation
to, 371
size of mental images, 371
space, mental models do not require,
464
Reinterpretation
of mental images, as qualitatively
different from visual perception,
348, 349
vs. visual reconstruals, 345
Rejected channel, residual effect of,
164
Relational properties, as predicated of
several things, 201
Relational structure of cylindrical
axes, 451
Relation directly above negated when
another object is inserted between,
435
Relative spatial locations, 151
Relativity, linguistic, 50
Relativity, perceptual, 49. See also
“New look”
Relaxation methods, mathematical,
112
Reports of experiences, not a theory
of what goes on in the mind, 465
Reports of imagery experience, do
not distinguish between form and
content, 350
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Representation(s)
in allocentric coordinates, 408
capacity for, 422
as conceptual description, 205
as corresponding to the spatial
arrangement they depict, 328
of depth-dimension, 405
of distal 3D world, computed from
proximal information, 204
error, attributing properties to the
representation that hold of the
represented, 313
forms of, for a robot, 258
indeterminacy of, claim, 325
as indispensable in cognitive science,
132
of knowledge, 38
mandatory properties of, 328–333
as noncommittal in ways no picture
can be, 332
noncompositional character of,
330
as perceptually based, meaning of,
419
physical instantiation of, is
compositional, 389
-process pair, as determining
behavior, 324
of a sentence, as a particular
sentence, represents each word in
it, 331
topographical organization, 389
underlying mental imagery, 426
updating over time, 251
of visible surfaces (and 21/2D sketch),
136
visual (see Image; Imagery)
Representational momentum, 323,
324
Representing
vs. having certain properties, 293
a particular individual object qua
individual, 252
representing as, 219 (see also
Perceiving as; Seeing as)
a solid shape, 460
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Representing (cont.)
that this very thing has those
properties, 253
Resemblance, of mental images to
what they represent, 329
Resolving contradictory percepts
“intelligently,” 116
Response-bias factors in hemispatial
neglect, 398
Response criterion (bias) measure (ß),
74
Response selection stage (as too
coarse for testing modularity), 74,
75
Restricted intercommunication among
modules, 143, 146–147
Restricted visual interpretations,
121
Retinal
disparity, in stereo vision, 13
image
mistaking for a percept, 7
subject to Emmert’s Law, 415
upside-down problem, 401
information, peephole scope of, 9
painting, 23
Retinally local information, use of,
109
Retinotopic organization of earlyvision, 392
Retrieval, as providing cues for
subsequent recollections, 316
Retrieval by address, in computers,
220
Reversals of percept, spontaneous,
15, 19
Reverse motion, when eye movement
attempted, 18
Riding a bicycle, imagined, example,
282
Rigid interpretation, automatically
given whenever possible, 111. See
also Rigidity constraint
Rigidity constraint, 96, 109–112
local implementation of, 111
in mental rotation, 319, 406

Robot vision, 58–62
Rods and cones
control by cognitive system, 123
distribution of, 7
Role of imagery in creative thought
vs. where new thoughts come
from, 466
Role of the mind’s eye in creativity, as
substituting one mystery for
another, 468
Rotated figures, not recognized from
images, 349
Rotating dumbbell task, 196
Rotating mental images as traversing
intermediary positions, 407fn
Rules, of visual interpretation,
106–109
Saccade target theory, 246
Saccadic eye movements and
perceived motion, 152
Saccadic integration and visual
stability, 7, 408
Same object, defined in terms of being
bound to the same index, 227
Same visual index, what counts as,
216
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, 50, 83. See
also Linguistic relativity
Scanning
cognitive penetrability of, 305
does an imagined moving spotlight
move continuously, 308
mental images, 303–310
Scene context, effect of semantic
incongruity on object recognition,
141
Scene labeling, 66
Schemas for inference, 437
Schemes for object representation,
449
Scientific natural kind, and
consciousness, 355
Scientific observations as theoryladen, and the “new look,” 56.
See also “New look”

Subject Index
Scientific thinking without “logical
reasoning,” 65
Search
among selected (indexed) objects,
235
among tracked objects, 235
slope (RT vs. number of items), 233
for visual cues in perceiving
fragmented pictures, 79
for visual target, 176
Second-order isomorphism, 470
Seeing
vs. being able to report, 46
is believing, 49
is different from thinking, xii
by “just looking,” 84
in one’s mind’s eye, as not involving
perceiving uninterpreted pictures,
356
new properties in an image, 459
what properties necessarily hold of
any construction, 446
seeing as, 51 (see also Representing
as)
as involving cognition, 468
“Seems,” use of term, 44
Selecting a subset of items for search,
233
Selective
attention, selecting by spatial
frequency, location, 89
probing of objects, without location
information, 275
sensitizing or gating, 68
Self-occlusion of moving objects (in
MOT), 228
Semantic coherence and creativity,
468
Semantic congruence, 141
Semantic relations, 258
Sensations, 54
of color, 128
Sense-data theories, 53
Sense of space, 380, 382
Sensitivity measure (d¢), 74
Sensorium-dependent properties, 266
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Sensory
contents, as finer grained than
verbal labels, 432
geometry (Jean Nicod), 445
leakage (in synesthesia), 129
processes, shaping of, 87
quality, 20fn
systems, tuning of sensitivity, 87
transduction, 123
Sentences
as too ambiguous to serve as
vehicles of reasoning, 431
content indeterminacy, 34
never express all that speakers
mean, 430
unexpressed meaning in, 431
Sequence of imaginings, 316
Sequence of time slices of different
objects, 227
Sequential dependencies in imagery,
316
Sequential statistics, 54
Serial operations in visual processing,
246
Serial–parallel distinction, 233
Serial tracking algorithm, 224, 225
Shadows, 144
Shape
of attention profile, 169
classes, 134, 141
from contours, 107
in depictive representation, specifies
size and orientation, 328
description and name lookup, 142
representation
as canonical shape plus
transformations, 450
as conceptual, 35
as reconstruction object’s causal
history, 450
as sensitive to axes chosen, 460
from shading, 108
Shifting assumptions, 423
Short-term memory limits, 162,
182
Signal detection theory (SDT), 41
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Signature properties of grammatical
structure, 37
Signs vs. codes, 218
Similarity of appearances, 135, 135fn
Similar meaning, 132
Simplest description principle, in
vision, 67
Simulated barrier, in MOT, 224
Simulation
-from-tacit-knowledge explanation,
302
mode, what does the work, 302
mode of reasoning, 302
Simultanagnosia, perceiving one
object at a time, 198
Single-element motion, 190
Single-feature search, 232
Single-object advantage, 183
without spatially distinguishable
objects, 192
Situated actions, 257
Situated vision, 130, 256–259
Size of image, as semantic issue, 312
Size of mental image, experiments on,
311–313
Size of percept, 369
Size perception, familiarity of object,
40
Slicing up the image, 24
Smaller mental images, as activating
posterior medial occipital region,
395
Smooth pursuit of hand movements
in the dark, 410
Smooth pursuit of imagined motion,
410
Social perception, 54
Solving geometry problem with
mental images, 461
Sortal concepts, 214, 241, 267
Source of creative ideas, 466
Space
in images, experimental findings
require a literal sense of, 418
as instantiation of axioms of plane
geometry, 373

space-time trajectory, 205
space-time worm, 226fn, 247
as what we think about, not what
we think with, 380
SPASAR mechanism for rotating
simple vertices, 320
Spatial
arrangements, sequential
dependencies in retrieval of,
316
character of images derived from
perceived features in world,
387
character of images, due to
architecture of mental imagery,
367
character of a matrix, as stipulated,
364
distribution of cortical activity, as
explanation for image size and
distances, 395
distribution of images, does not
entail pictorial format, 389
frequency, 192
selective attention for, 89
intuitions, 374
layout
of blocks, 99
as unimportant in subitizing,
240–242
of visible surfaces, 50
location, 125, 165
selective attention to, 89
medium in the brain, 387
metalogic, 433
metaphors, used for communicating
complex ideas, 453
orientation, 125
properties, reasons why a matrix
appears to have, 363
properties of mental images, 303,
359, 365–375, 386
as derived from concurrently
perceived space, 374
as derived from proprioceptive and
motor systems, 383

Subject Index
property of a matrix, motivated only
when it is used to simulate a real
spatial surface, 363
reasoning, 458
with a mental image, by binding
imaged objects to perceived ones,
377
relations
like collinear and midway between,
easily recognized visually, 456
recall of, 458
sense and American Sign Language,
470
stability of percepts, 17
Spatially local detectors, 274fn
Spatially unitary attention, 181
Spatial relations
detecting, using visual routines, 456
remain fixed as a model is examined,
455
can be negated by new information,
435
previously unrecorded can be
noticed by drawing a diagram,
458
Spatiotemporal trajectory, 226fn
Specifying which things a relation is
true of, 207
SPEECHLIS speech understanding
system, 60
Speech understanding systems, 60
Speed-accuracy trade-off, 162
Speedometer, as lacking
representation of distance, 222
Spelke-Object, 267
Spinning coin, imagined, 281
Split attention, 170
Split-brain patients, 45
Spontaneous reversal, 15, 19, 344
Spotlight metaphor, 167
Spread of attention, to region
between targets, 228
Spreadsheet, as constraint
propagation example, 106
Square root function, temperature of,
370
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Stability and invariance of properties,
459
Stability of percept, 17
Stage analysis, and modularity, 74
Stages in vision, 73, 142
Statistical pattern-recognition, 58
Stereo correspondence on two retinas,
constraints on, 109
Stereographic images, 137
Stereo perception, 5
Sticky indexes, implementing, 274
Stimulus
-action contingencies, 130
detection, 74
error, 8, 351
independence of behavior, 132
-response compatibility to side of
image, 383
Strategies for enhancing creativity,
472
Streaming of sounds, as objects, 173
Structure
of knowledge, role played by, in
imagery studies, 316
from motion principle, 97
properties of grammatical, 37
properties of the visual system, 156
subpart, 33
3D, recovering from 2D data, 96,
107
Stubborn illusions, 64
Styles of thinking, 427
Subitizing
and individuating, 174, 237–242
spatial layout unimportant in, 239
squares arranged concentrically,
175, 239
Subjective
contours, from equiluminous
regions, 146
experience
and picture theory of vision and
imagery, 285, 417
what it reveals about the natural of
the mental image, 285
and objective side of mental life, xi
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Subliminal perception, 41, 128
Subpart structure, 33
Subpersonal level, 221fn
Subprocesses, modular, restricted
intercommunication among, 143
Subprocesses (stages) in vision, 142
Subset-selection study, 234
Subtractive technique in neural
imaging, 391fn
Sudden onset and attention, 234
Sudden-onset location cues used to
control search, 233
Sufficiency condition on theory, 58
Sugar solution, imagery example,
297
Suitable for sitting on, affordance,
163
Superimposing an image, as attending
to certain regions, 376
Superimposing information from
glances, 16
Superposition, visual, 18, 19
Superquadrics, form of
representation, 450
Surface(s)
constraints on, 109
derivation, priority of, 137
display, for images, 367
of objects, 107
-occlusion problem, 137
of rigid objects, 97
spatial layout of visible, 50
Survival, 68fn
Symbolic distance effect, 335
Symbol level, as level of organization,
290fn
Symbol structure, 287
Synchronous swaying to movements
of walls, 151
Synesthesia, 125, 127
Syntactic module, 123
Systematicity
of inferences, 438
of representational capacity, xv,
437
of thought, 432

Table-lookup, 136fn
Tabula rasa, 49, 83
Tacit knowledge, 299, 321–325
vs. cognitive architecture, 293–
301
not discovered by asking, 322
vs. intrinsic image properties, 288
used to simulate aspects of realworld events, 325
Tagging images to show certain
properties, 412
Tags, visual, 207, 372, 412
Target-merging, and tracking, 231
Target of an action, 211
Task demands, 301
as based on proper understanding of
task, 306
Taxonomy of functions, derived from
brain damage and neural imaging
data, 292
Teleological specifications, 124
Temperature of a percept, 369
Template-fitting process, 33
Templates, 136fn
Temporal history of an individual
object, 247
Terminological policy, 39
Ternus apparent-motion display, 190,
191
determining whether a particular
object has a certain property, 277
Theory-theory explanations vs.
simulation explanations, 302
Thinking
capacity for having sets of related
thoughts, 437 (see also
Systematicity)
could in principle be made
conscious, assumption that, 429
content includes perceptual content,
432
with a demonstrative (indexical)
component, 431
as not expressed in words, 431
of something as large vs. having a
large image, 311

Subject Index
and nonconceptual content, 432
in pictures, 432–436
of a rectangle without also thinking
of the four vertices, 462
while seeing, exploiting properties of
space, 441
in terms of sensations, 429
can contain unconceptualized
(nonconceptual) contents, 432
in words, 430–432
Thought(s)
compositionality of, 437
conscious access to content of, 428
devoid of words, claim, 428
experiments, 466
form and content of, 427–439
form of encoding of, 286
nonconceptual contents of, 432
visual content of, 427
two ways of experiencing (pictorial
and verbal), 286
Thousand monkeys at typewriters,
example, 469
Thousand monkeys with graphics
workstations, example, 474
Three-term series problems, 433
Threshold of recognition and
likelihood of occurrence, 55
Time
-to-collision, computing, 341
to compare figures, linear function
of angle between them, 317
to complete occluded figures, 150
-course of illusions, 148
for illusory contours to be
constructed, 148
to integrate cues, 148
lapse for maximum effectiveness, as
measure of attention movement,
166
longer to report from small images,
311
for mental scanning, as computed,
309
for perceiving fragmented figures
(closure), 80
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required to alter visual processes
through practice, 88
to resolve perceptual conflicts, 149
-slices
of different objects (space-time
worm), 226fn
of objects vs. single persisting
object, 204
T-junctions, 229
Token computational events, as
having physical properties, 370
Token individuals, direct way to refer
to, 250
Top-down effects, in vision, 57, 93
Top-down neural pathways, 68
Towers of Hanoi problem, 256
Trackable and countable visual
objects, 266
Tracking. See also Multiple object
tracking (MOT)
connected labels, 27
as requiring continually solving the
correspondence problem, 227
distinct melodies, 215
edge type, 25
encoded locations, not carried out
by means of, 219
of individuality does not require
encoding properties, 181
mechanism that maintains individual
identity (FINST), 214
merged targets with rigid 3D
connections, 231
movement of several sound sources,
215
nonflashed objects, and serial
indexing, 230
objects as individuals, 180, 200,
206
objects that “pour” or “slither”
rather than move, problems with,
265
occluding surfaces, not disrupted by,
228
performance
human, 226
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Tracking (cont.)
not affected by number of
nontargets, 232
possible implementation of, 278
as preconceptual, 228
preconceptual stage of, 265
as predictive, 274
as a primitive operation, 212
through property space, 192
without re-recognizing, 212
not top-down and conceptual, 214
using a unique stored description of
each object, 226
Trade-off between computing and
storage, 136fn
Trajectory as a space-time property of
a single individual object, 226fn
Trajectory of a baseball, example of
imagining, 281
Transcranial magnetic stimulation
(rTMS), 391fn
Transducable properties, 163
Transducers, compiled, 88
Transduction, visual, 164
Triggering event, 219
Tuning metaphor, of selective
attention, 163
Tunnel vision patient, imagery in,
397
Two-and-a-half-D sketch, 136
Two-object cost, of feature detection,
183
Type-equivalence of computational
and physical processes, 370
Type-token distinction, 369
Unattended
information, 164
and awareness, 165
objects prime subsequent
recognition, 200
shape processing (inattentional
blindness), 171
shapes encoded, 172
Unconscious
form of thoughts, as, 429

and Freud, 429
imagery, 355
inference, 96
nature of creative thoughts, 465
perception, 46
states, role in cognition, 356
Uniformity of picture detail, 28
Unifying psychology with biology,
chemistry, and physics, xii
Unilateral occipital lobectomy and
tunnel vision, 397
Unique description, 247
Uniqueness
of percept, 95
theorem (in structure from motion),
97
Unoccupied places, attending to,
160
Unspoken context, and discourse,
431
Updating model, with guessing
strategy (in MOT), 225
Upside-down retinal image, problem
of explaining, 7
User-independent frame of reference,
257
Variable binding, 220fn
Venn diagrams, for representing sets,
441, 442
Ventral (“what”) visual systems, 153,
194–195
Verbal
hints, effect on perception, 79
thinkers, 427
way of experiencing thought, 286
Vergence, and fusing random-dot
stereogram, 82
Veridical interpretation of physical
world, 95, 96, 111
Vestibular system, 125
View from within (emic), xi
Viewpoint-independence, 69
Viewpoint-independent
representations, 151
Virtual contours, 9

Subject Index
Virtual occluding surface, in tracking,
228
Visible properties, and image
contents, 289
Vision
choosing where or to what to direct
attention, 160
as constructing a representation of
the perceived world, 243
as encapsulated, 38, 47
experience of, 333
-for-action, 69, 151, 153
-for-recognition, 153
function of, 133
as generalizing beyond information
given, 446
as generalizing from particulars to
universals, 449
and identification, 134
as hypothesize-and-test process, 55
and imagery, parallels, 311
as keeping track of where
information is located, 445
and knowledge-based AI systems, 59
as making coherent sense of the
whole, 119
module of mental architecture, 39
phenomenal content, 165
as providing primitive operations,
exploited in reasoning, 445
robotic, 58–62
signature properties of, 14, 45
as support for organisms’ needs,
124
systems, model-based, 60
top-down effects in, 57
and visual experience, 128, 130,
131
Visual
agnosia, 71
and imagery, 400, 405
aids, for thinking, 427
aid to creative thinking, using one’s
own sketches, 469
angle of mind’s eye, 303
architecture, 334
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association areas, active in mental
imagery, 394
attention, 157
as computing same-object-hood,
200
buffer, 27, 28–36, 182
capacity of, 182
control
of eye movements, 151
of posture and locomotion, 151
of reaching and grasping, 151,
152, 410
cortex activity, functioning as a
display, 416
deficits, patterns of, 71
dimensions, used for conveying
magnitudes and relationships,
examples of, 448
display, use in arithmetic, 257
expertise and vocabulary of
patterns, 85
field vs. visual world, 53
generalization, as essential for
reasoning with diagrams, 446
illusions, induced by superimposing
mental images, 337–340
imagery
and abstractness, 36
variable grain, 36
images, always correspond to some
possible visual input, 381
and imaginal neglect, relationship,
398
index
as a deictic reference, 222
as a reference to an individual
object in the world, 208
as surrogate for full identity
maintenance, 214
index (FINST)
defines primitive perceptual
individuality, 227
theory, xiii, 26, 201–280
indexes
not exactly like either
demonstratives or names, 253fn
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Visual (cont.)
realize a direct reference, 255
and unfilled locations, 252
indexing theory, empirical support
for, 223–227, 242
information, retrieval from memory,
125
input
from other modalities, 127
and potential motor actions,
130–133
visual images as not corresponding
to, 381
intelligence, 62
interpretation, 43
vs. inference, 344
labels, where are they placed, 372
memories, 125
memory for chess boards, 84
superiority of chess masters, 32
module, 47, 49–92
neglect (hemispatial neglect),
195–197
noticings, 245
object(s)
defined, 173
individuation of, 173
onset of, 211
organization vs. logic principles,
67
outputs, different, 154
perception
connecting with particular
individual things in the world,
243
signature properties of, 19
percepts, as built up incrementally,
143
predicates, 201, 216
priming, 149
process, defined, 47
processing, direction of, 159
properties
coupled, 11
of spontaneous perception of line
drawings, 344

recognition, as unaffected by
contextual knowledge, 72
reconstruals in imagery, 344–350
representation(s)
incremental construction of, 133,
205, 245–246
noncommittal contents, 29
routines, 207, 246
applying to images, 456
search, selection of objects in, 232,
233, 235
sensations by cortical stimulation,
129
stability and saccadic integration,
not mediated by inner display,
408
store, 15
categorical, 29
pictorial, 15
strategy, 256
system, as essentially ignorant, xiii
(see also Module)
assigning coarse labels to regions,
372
defined, 47
exploited to facilitate reasoning,
441
involvement in imagery, and image
format, 389
makes choice of interpretation, 93
structured to compute
representations that tend to be
correct in our world, 214
taxonomized longitudinally, 127
(see also Vision-for-action)
two visual systems, 194
thinking, xv, 427
and creativity, 429
and mental diagrams, 458
tokens, as distinct and enduring,
214
Visualizing
as focusing on shapes and
appearances, 470
as “imagining what it would like if
you were to see it,” 465

Subject Index
leads to thinking about different
things, 462
may evoke different principles of
thought, 470
and proving geometric theorems,
467
a rectangle, as involving thinking of
each of the four vertices, 462
a scene, and attending to different
properties than when talking
about it, 467
Visually guided action, 125. See also
Vision-for-action
Visuomotor system, 127, 409–411
memory in, 152
Vividness, as not indicating the
format of a representation, 470
Vivid representations (logical format
of representation), 426, 463
Vocabulary
of language of thought can be
drawn from infinite set, 438
visual, consists of sensations, 423
of visual system vs. cognitive system,
252
Voluntary
activation of visual system, 69
assignment of indexes by serially
visiting objects, 229
changing interpretation of
ambiguous figure, 81
control, of attention assignment,
166, 283
returning to display confers
panoramic pictorial feel, 353
Waltz’s notation, 100
Waterfall illusion, 340
“What I am looking at,” deictic
reference, 221
Window on the mind, mental
scanning experiments as, 303
Winner-take-all (WTA) circuit, 271,
275
Wired-in regularities, 39fn
Word-superiority effect, 140
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Working-memory capacity, 161
World-mind connection, theories of,
243
Zollner-Parks phenomenon, 13, 22,
114. See also Anorthoscope
Zoom lens view of attention, 168,
228

